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About This Game

Fight through hundreds of relentless waves of enemies in your very own tank!

Mini Metal is a 3D fast paced shooter where you customize and control your own battle tank! Face off in an arena against wave
after wave of unique enemies, destroying them with your powerful weapons! Collect coins and badges, and use them to

purchase, unlock and upgrade new weapons and vehicles! Obtain rare and powerful powerups and special weapons, and crush
your enemies in your unstoppable metal machine!

Brought to you by Luandun Games Pte. Ltd.

Features :
- Exciting, fast paced tank battles!

- Battle enemies in 3 spectacular arenas!
- Unique abilities for each tank!

- 20+ different types of enemies to face!
- Endless combinations of randomly generated levels that get tougher the further you go!

- Choose and customize your own vehicle!
- Unlock and upgrade different powerful weapons!

- Achievements to be won!
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Lake Ridden has an identity crisis.

It tries to be a puzzle game, a walking simulator and have some kind of mystery narration. Some good, but the bad ones are
repeated. As a walking simulator, you can open cupboards and pick up items, but apart from the forest, there's nothing to look
at. The story is told with letters and quite bad voice acting, and in the ending, I'm not even sure who talked or what was
happening overall. There's also hints of a horror game... walking with a lantern, lighting up torches and candles can feel a bit like
Amnesia, though the soundtrack is calming and all the other scary bits are missing.

Rather than being free investigation, the story just pushes the player to the right location and puzzle. Maybe I was expecting this
to be a myst-like similar to Quern and Obduction.. As addictive as Poly Bridge, one of the best building game in marcket now.
The art design looks very beautiful. UI mapping and control are improved and nearly perfected. (though I kind of miss the lining
tool in Poly Bridge)
Sometimes the SIM are way too random, the same design can make it at one time but fails at second time. And seemly relevant
to sim speed (not for sure). It can make people frustrated from time to time.

8.5/10 will send more riders to enternal peace in snowy mountains.

PS. expecting more level from dev later on.. What the title says, pretty much. It's a great little game if you're looking for a
bunch of solid, not too difficult puzzles.
The story and characters are kinda cute and funny at times, but fairly simple, so I wouldn't recommend getting it just for that.
Definitely not comparable with other Wadjet Eye games in that regard. This one's just more puzzle-heavy.
Although a lot of the voice actors are 'the regulars', meaning good job on that part too.
Music is a matter of taste and preferences of course (I like it), but I'd say it's definitely fitting.. This game is absolutely
unacceptable. Terrible interface, terrible performance, terrible gameplay, terrible soundtrack. They didn't even include freaking
graphic settings. YOU CAN'T EVEN CHANGE THE RESOLUTION. 0/10. Needs a lot of work to make it playable. This is
interesting and difficult. Big patience is needed. Cause so many deaths are occurred.
I've just accomplished all levels. My head is a bit woozy due to concentration and stress.
Anyway I'm satisfied with the simple and challenging gameplay of this game.
I hope there'll be sequel. Recommend!. love the game ♥♥♥♥♥♥s. Really love the music and the art!
Best looking clicker game!. Simple but fun modern warfare RTS. Goal is to capture and hold control points.

+ Simple base building
+ Simple resource management
+ Customization options. Lots of different soldiers, vecicles and helicopters available

- Early access so still a little rough around the edges
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- Base building\/research is oversimplified
- Occational performance issues
- Unit cap is to low, tiny "army"
- No formations
- No multiplayer

I would like some more complexity overall and a greater selection of buildings and research options. It would also be great if
you could enter the battlefield and take control of one of the units as in "Out of ammo". Multiplayer would be perfect for this
game.
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Good piece of software. I am using it on multiple machines and it got all my drivers up to date. I used it because I never update
non GPU drivers and thought it was about time to get them back into the present; it worked and I experienced no issues
whatsoever.. Pretty awesome game, little bugs here and there but everything runs smooth. Definatly worth the buy if you're
looking for a newer mx game!
Has a ton of customization as well.

Only thing I would change is the 2 strokes sound. Way off and pretty annoying to the point you don't really want to race them..
Love the game and no violence.. This...... recommends for kids under 12.
Exception: Over 12 but have a child's heart.

This game is little unique from other tower defense games. Your must arrange and allocate your defense towers in proper
location like Tetris, a famous puzzle game. That is funny. I say it suitable to kids doesn't mean it is simple. On the contrary,
some levels are quite challenging. But apart from that, this game lacks replayability once you gain perfectly 3 steaks in all the
levels. It have neither endless mode like Orcs Must die 2! nor limited sources and towers like Defense Grid. But its art style is
cute. You even can purchase carrot in game to substitute for default steak as the reward for completing a level. What a
thoughtful and sweet design! I guess kids like steak more than carrot though.. A very satisfying gaming experience - especially
from an RPGMaker game! Pale Echoes really differentiates itself with it's unique battle system, player choices and lore (I love
the ingame Lexicon). You can tell the developer really enjoyed creating this world.
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